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reading. I should be careful not to leave it about or let it
fall into the hands of your younger schoolfellows."
The book was entitled Dr Scaber's What a Young Man
Should Know. It had been, it said in a brief preface, a guide
and help to many generations of struggling souls, so that it
was at latest Victorian. It had revealed the facts of life frankly
and helpfully to them and saved them from terrible dangers.
There was no indication of what sort of Doctorate Dr Scaber
held, nor indeed any biographical material whatever. Edward
Albert read, at first with curiosity and then with a deepening
dismay. " Gaw ! " he whispered to himself. " You can't be
too careful. If only I'd known.*'
The little book told of the stupendous dangers and horrors
of the vicious life in either its social or solitary aspect. The
latter it pursued with even greater vehemence than the former.
On the heels of those who departed in the least from the path
of perfect purity stalked the most frightful forms of suffering
and decay, rotting bodies, racking pains, ebbing strength,
attenuation, a peculiar expression of face, impotence,
imbecility, idiocy, madness. A cold perspiration bedewed
the reader's brow.
He had completely forgotten when the thing began
with him. It had crept upon him between sleeping and
waking.
Now, with a gathering urgency, Nature was at work in
Edward Albert, in her own clumsy way inciting him to acts
conducive to reproduction. The life cycle of Homo, we
have already remarked, is far more primitive than that of
most other land animals ; among other remote ancestral
aspects still traceable in his life, the spawning impulse, like
the urgencies of creatures who live in warm tropical seas,
recurs mensually and not annually. In that briefer rhythm
these creatures are stirred up to seek relief for their accumu-
lating milt or spawn. Nature is a sloven, she never cleans up
completely after her advances, and so we abound in vestigial
structures, and our beings are haunted by the ghosts of rhythms
that served her in the past. In the Hominida the ghost of the
lunar cycle has materialised again. The solar rut guides us to

